CORA On-Ice Clothing Policy
CORA teams compete against other teams in both tournaments and league games at both recreational
and competitive levels. CORA has invested substantial time and money in designing and supplying team
jerseys for Home and Away games. Uniforms are meant to show unity as a team where all members
contribute to the team’s success.
The following outlines the CORA policy for uniforms at the Petite Provincial (U12 Blue and Red), A and
AA teams when participating at ORA sanctioned events. The uniforms are strongly recommended for all
recreational players at the U10 level and above. The Board recognizes that for younger participants at
introductory levels some personal choices provide an incentive to begin the girls’ experience in ringette.
The following is the required on-ice clothing. This is mandatory for Petite Provincial (U12 Blue and Red),
all A and AA teams. All other CORA teams are encouraged to adopt the same uniform
1. CORA team jerseys as supplied by CORA at the beginning of the season. Nameplates may be
affixed to the bottom of the back of the shirt and are to be white lettering on black.
2. Black Helmets – black shell with colour detail permitted.
3. Only proper ringette pants are permitted. The colouring can be one of the following styles :
a. All black.
b. “Old-style” CORA black pants with teal and white stripe at the bottom of the right pant
leg.
c. “New-style” CORA pants with the teal and white swish.
4. Gloves must be predominantly black. White or purple accents only are permitted.
NOTES:
Due to the cost of replacement, CORA players existing pants, helmets and gloves are grandfathered
until they need to be replaced. Out of Association players are expected to adopt the CORA standard
immediately.
Due to the cost of goalie equipment, they are not required to adopt the standard.

